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Kluger
The Ultimate Family SUV.



"We are a group of passionate perfectionists who can't let well enough alone... That's 
Toyota. That's the spirit. And that's our contribution to the world. We will be the best we 
can. And we will help as many as we can to be the best they can..."

— Eiji Toyoda

Better’s best
We’ve always been like this – forever looking to improve. 
We fi gure that if we’re never satisfi ed, there’s more chance 
that you just might be. That you’ll be more likely to feel 
pride when you spot your car in the car park. Feel excited 
at the prospect of every drive. Feel confi dent that you 
and your passengers are safe. All from the moment you’re 
handed the keys, to the moment you hand them on to 
someone else.

No stopping us now
The best part is, there’s still so much to be done. So many 
discoveries still to be made. So many challenges to be 
overcome. And so many benchmarks to be re-set. There’s 
still so much to improve – so much still to look forward to.

The best Toyota ever?
 We haven’t built it yet. And we probably never will. 
Because as soon as it’s built, we’ll be working on something 
new – something better. You could say it’s our philosophy 
here at Toyota, the one guiding principle that underpins 
everything we do. Our Japanese founders called it ‘kaizen’, 
but we simply call it ‘continuous improvement’.

Discovering tomorrow
We’re incredibly proud of our 50-year history in this 
country – the cars we’ve built, the innovations we’ve 
introduced, and the reputation for quality we’ve worked 
so hard for. And never in all that time have we been more 
confi dent in the quality of our cars than right now – but 
we’ve still got one eye on tomorrow. After all, we see 
quality as more than just a promise – it’s a way of life.

Forever getting better.

Front cover: Grande model shown in Graphite.
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From nose to tailgate, Kluger is designed to fi t in with the active Australian 
family lifestyle.

The evidence is in every detail. A generously proportioned interior, for example, 
with third row seats that can be split 50:50 in a single action1 - giving your Kluger 
the versatility to handle any kind of family activity. 

Safety comes as standard, with innovations like the Reversing Camera2 that helps 
you back safely into or out of any space. Or the reinforced bodywork and seven SRS 
airbags (including curtain shield airbags), for complete reassurance no matter how 
long or short the ride. And with features like DVD entertainment (Grande only) for 
passengers in the back, the ride is as enjoyable as it is safe.

When it comes to good looks, Kluger’s striking lines make a statement accentuated 
on the inside with a well appointed and comfortable interior. And, because beauty 
is not only skin deep, a powerful 201kW from a 3.5L Dual VVT-i engine makes it as 
rewarding to drive as it is to be seen in. 

All of which makes us proud to call Kluger the ultimate family SUV.

It's a family thing.Kluger

1   Available on seven seat variants only.  
2   The Reversing Camera is designed as a driver assist device only and should not be used as a substitute for skilled driving and/or safe 

parking practices. The area into which the vehicle is to be driven must be visually monitored by the driver.
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OUR VISION



Room to live.
Whether you’re going to the beach for the day, on the school 
run, or taking the family to the snow for the week, Kluger 
makes any kind of trip a pleasure. 

Behind the bold lines and stylish looks of every Kluger model 
lies an abundance of storage. Load it up with shopping. 
Chuck a couple of bikes in the back. Stow a weekend’s worth 
of camping gear. With its roomy and adaptable interior, it’s 
no problem for Kluger. 

In-car entertainment is Kluger's most sophisticated yet, 
with MP3, CD and DVD1 options, giving passengers of any 

age enough to occupy themselves however long the trip.

And with the choice of All-Wheel or 2-Wheel Drive, Kluger 
gives you the versatility to tackle a variety of terrains. With 
unexpected levels of performance, you’re ready to tackle 
whatever type of road the journey brings. Giving as much 
pleasure to the driver as to the passengers. 

Why shouldn’t the journey be as much fun as 
the destination?

1  Grande model only. 

Grande model shown in Graphite.





A place for everyone.
In the journey through life, the whole family’s along for the 
ride. That’s why Kluger has been designed to make every 
trip as easy and comfortable as possible.

Because you’ll want to change the confi guration of the seats 
depending on how many people you’re taking along, Kluger 
off ers loads of versatility. With two or three rows of seats, 
seating arrangements can be changed quickly and easily to 
accommodate two, fi ve, even up to seven passengers. And 
because we’ve designed the seats to be moved easily, they 
can be changed or folded completely fl at without having 
to struggle or stretch. 

In the Kluger seven-seat variants, the backrests in 
the third row seats can even be split 50:50 – giving you 
space for longer objects, like surfboards or fl at-packs when 
you’re carrying more than the usual load of passengers.



Meanwhile, the three second-row seats cleverly convert 
to two comfortable ‘Captains’ chairs’, not only creating a 
handy walk-through gap for easy access to the third row, 
but also giving more personal space to occupants. Which, as 
any parent knows, is a bonus when travelling with children.

And let’s not forget those up front. With driver lumbar 
support and heated seats for both front passengers in the 
KX-S and Grande models, comfort is not just confi ned to 
passengers in the back. 

Grande model shown. 
Third row 50:50 split fold seats.

Grande model shown.

SEATING



Everything in its place.
All those things you seem to have acquired along with your 
family? Kluger is designed to store them all with complete ease. 

The glass hatch lets you load up the back faster, without 
having to open the tailgate. It makes accessing your cargo 
easier too, especially in the confi ned space of a shopping 
centre carpark or a tight suburban kerbside parking spot.

Storage convenience isn’t just about the bulky stuff  that 
goes in the back. From the large centre console box and 
up to fourteen drink holders, to the cleverly concealed 
compartments around the interior, the bits and pieces that 
accompany you on family trips can be stowed within easy 
reach of little - and big - hands. So, no more unbuckling and 
leaning back to reach for objects to hand to the kids while 
you’re motoring along.

KX-S model shown. Airbags deployed.



Safety, above all.
Your family is Kluger’s most precious cargo of all. So, for 
protection whatever the terrain or conditions, the safety 
features inside have everyone covered. 

Consideration for safety begins even before we build 
our cars. Under our Global Outstanding Assessment 
(GOA) programme, we review the world's current and 
anticipated safety standards and ensure all new vehicles 
are designed to exceed them. 

Seven SRS airbags come as standard across the Kluger 
range. All rows of seats are protected, with driver and 
front passenger airbags, driver’s knee airbag, seat-
mounted side airbags for driver and front passenger, and 
two curtain shield airbags all included.

Front and rear doors are also reinforced and feature energy-
absorbing pads to help reduce impact to the chest and 
abdominal areas in the event of a side collision. An energy-
absorbing structure has also been used on the inside of the 
interior pillar and roof to help reduce the risk of head injuries.

For extra reassurance, Kluger’s Vehicle Control 
Management System (VCMS) links important vehicle 
information together to ensure you retain maximum 
control in tricky situations.

VCMS components include Vehicle Stability Control 
(VSC), which helps correct oversteer and understeer 
situations during cornering. Traction Control (TRC) 
helps to avoid wheel spin when accelerating on slippery 
roads and loose surfaces, while Electric Power Steering 
(EPS) provides more steering assistance at lower 
speeds and less assistance at higher speeds. And for 
controlled braking, Active Braking with intelligence 
(AB-i) features the Anti-skid Braking System 
(ABS), Brake Assist (BA) and Electronic Brake-force 
Distribution (EBD). The combination of these features 
helps you apply optimum braking force in an emergency 
under diff erent load conditions. 

The result is a comforting feeling of safety, whatever 
the road and the weather throw your way. 

Grande model shown.

SAFETY



Weekday. 
With its sculpted contours, Kluger really cuts a dash around town. 

Built on a platform of family safety and convenience it combines 
functional and aesthetic design with a powerful and muscular 

road presence. But step inside and you’ll soon discover 
that its bold looks are matched by an equally appealing 

and clever interior. 



KX-R model shown in Silver Pearl.

Weekend. 
It’s in leisure time that Kluger really comes into its own. With versatility 
to take on any activity, Kluger fi ts in perfectly with your family’s lifestyle. 
Confi gure the seats to take a team of kids to weekend sports events. 
Stow the family tent and camping gear for an expedition to the bush. 
Inside, you’ll fi nd an array of features that will adapt Kluger to whatever 
activity you’re planning. 



Home comforts.
Smart Start.

While remote central locking and immobiliser are standard 
across the range, the Grande model also features ‘Smart’ 
entry and start. Leave the key in your pocket or handbag - 
Kluger detects your key and allows you to unlock the door by 
“touch” and start the car at the push of a button. Getting in 
and away has never been easier.

Multi-function Information Display (MID) 
and Reversing Camera1. 

Start the vehicle and put it into reverse and you can check 
behind you with views from the Reversing Camera1 relayed 
to the Multi-function Information Display (MID) which 
comes as standard. On the Grande, the Reversing Camera1 
image is displayed on an impressive 8” Audio Visual 
Navigation (AVN) system2. But no matter which model you 
choose, you’ll have a great way to check the coast is clear 
before reversing. 

Stowable centre seat in use.

Whether you’re carrying the family, your skis, or both, Kluger 
lets you easily confi gure the seats for maximum storage 
and comfort. Larger, fully adjustable seats off er excellent 
support and comfort in all models, while KX-S and Grande 
models off er further comfort with driver’s power lumbar 
support. Convenient third row seating3 is also available for 
those occasions when extra passengers are in tow.

Stowable centre seat folded away.

Stowing the middle seat in the centre row creates two 
‘Captains chairs’, giving passengers plenty of personal 
space. This also allows easy walk-through access to the 
third row seats.3

Plus, driver and front passenger heated seats in the KX-S 
and Grande will keep you comfortable all year round.

Grande model shown.

Grande model shown.

Grande model shown.

Grande model shown.

1   The Reversing Camera is designed as a driver assist device only and should not be used as a substitute for skilled driving and/or safe parking practices. The area into which the vehicle is to be driven 
must be visually monitored by the driver. 

2   Current navigation mapping database encompasses major capital and primary national road networks, as well as off ering some coverage in regional areas. AVN standard on Grande, available as an 
accessory on KX-R and KX-S. 

3  Available on seven seat models only. 





Grande model shown.



Rear seat DVD entertainment.

Kluger is big on entertainment, with a six-speaker audio 
system controllable from the steering wheel in all models. 

Entry models feature a single disc, MP3 compatible CD unit, 
while the KX-S has a 6.1" LCD touch screen with a single 

CD player4. The Grande off ers a four disc CD changer with a 
large 8” touch screen display. And, in the Grande, just pop a 

DVD into the roof mounted DVD-player, fl ip down the 
9" LCD screen and keep the kids happy as they watch and 

listen through infrared wireless headphones5.

Media connectivity and 
satellite navigation2.

Kluger lets you connect your MP3 player via USB or 3.5mm 
AUX input6 to the speaker system depending on the model. 

With expanded Bluetooth™ capabilities7, all models allow 
hands-free conversations, without the need for any cables, 

through compatible mobile phones7. And with Grande’s 
Audio Visual Navigation system2, you can throw away the 

map books. Grande does the work for you by tracking your 
position and destination on-screen and guiding you with 

spoken directions.

3 zone climate control air conditioning8.

To keep things cool, the KX-R has manual air conditioning, 
while in the KX-S and Grande, you and your passengers 

can adjust the temperature for three individual areas with 
multi-zone climate control, so diff erent passengers can 

determine their own comfort levels8. 

Convenient glass hatch 
standard on all grades. 

For real convenience, all Kluger models come with a 
glass hatch giving you quick and easy access to the 

rear storage area without having to open the whole 
tailgate. Perfect when you’re in a confi ned space or out 
shopping, you just fl ip up the glass and pop in the bags. 
In the Grande, your tailgate even opens remotely when 

your hands are full. For security, all models feature a 
retractable cover to conceal your cargo, which can be 

fi xed into place in a half open position.

Grande model shown comes with three infrared wireless headphones.

Grande model shown.

Grande model shown.

Grande model shown.

4  Audio available from January 2012 production.
5  Grande model comes standard with three infrared wireless headphones. 
6  Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device. 
7  The Bluetooth™ word mark is owned by The Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device. 
8  3 zone only available on seven seat variants.

COMFORTS



Grande model shown in Dynamic Blue.



The pleasure is in the drive.

With an all-alloy 3.5 Litre Dual VVT-i V6 engine delivering over 
200kW, you’ll notice the power kick in straight away. Mighty enough 
to pull a boat or caravan, or in fact any load of up to 2000kg (braked 
towing capacity)1 with surprising ease, its naturally aspirated V6 is 
remarkably economical in its fuel consumption - using just 11.0L per 
100km2 (11.6L per 100km2 on Grande AWD). That’s got to be good 
for the family budget.

Kluger also does its bit for the environment, without sacrifi cing 
performance. By dynamically varying the intake and exhaust valve 
timing, Kluger's light-weight, low friction Dual Variable Valve Timing 
with intelligence (VVT-i) engine considerably increases power and 
fuel effi  ciency, yet reduces harmful exhaust emissions. 

Chances are from time to time, you'll be taking your Kluger off  
the beaten track, so we've made it adaptable to the most trying 
conditions. Its grippy and tactile performance makes it a pleasure 
whether you’re travelling on asphalt or unsealed road. Its ultra-
smooth fi ve-speed automatic with ‘Super ECT’ (Super intelligent 
Electronically Controlled Transaxle) ensures the right amount of 
downhill speed and uphill shift at all times by actually interpreting 
when the vehicle is going up or downhill. And with four-wheel 
independent suspension, Kluger soaks up even the most 
uneven surfaces.

It’s not just Kluger’s power that puts the driver fi rmly in control. 
One-touch controls for audio are built into the steering wheel and, 
in the KX-S and Grande models, even the air conditioning can be 
regulated from there. A large, 8” Multi-function Information Display 
(MID)3 is easy to read, helping you keep your eyes on the road. And, 
with Electric Power Steering (EPS) and a Reversing Camera4 on 
all models, you’ll glide safely and eff ortlessly into those confi ned 
parking spaces at your local shopping centre.

For all its family comforts, Kluger is astonishingly 
rewarding to drive. 

1  Towing capacity subject to regulatory requirements, towbar design, vehicle design and towing 
equipment limitations. Ask your Dealer for details on Toyota Genuine Towbar capacity and availability. 

2  Fuel consumption will vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle conditions and 
option/accessories. Source of fuel consumption data: ADR81/02 combined cycle.  

3 Grande model only. 
4  The Reversing Camera is designed as a driver assist device only and should not be used as a substitute 

for skilled driving and/or safe parking practices. The area into which the vehicle is to be driven must be 
visually monitored by the driver. 



Meet the family.
KX-R 

 3.5L Dual VVT-i V6 engine
 201kW of power
 2000kg braked towing capacity1

 Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
 Traction Control (TRC)
 Downhill Assist Control (DAC) on 

AWD models
 Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) 
 Active Braking with intelligence (AB-i) 
 Electric Power Steering (EPS)
  Audio & multi information display 

steering wheel controls
  Dual front and side, full length curtain 

and driver’s knee SRS airbags
  Privacy glass on rear doors, cargo glass 

and tailgate 

KX-S (in addition to KX-R)

 19” alloy wheels
 Front fog lamps
 Roof rails with chrome-like-finish
 Leather accented trim with perforation 

on first and second row seats
 Front seat heaters
 Front dual zone climate control 

air conditioning

Grande (in addition to KX-S)

 Tilt & slide moonroof
 Powered tailgate
 Auto headlamps
 Smart entry & start
 Phone steering wheel & voice controls
 Woodgrain-look trim
 Reversing Camera with 8” display6

1   Towing capacity subject to regulatory requirements, towbar design, 
vehicle design and towing equipment limitations. Ask your Dealer for 
details on Toyota Genuine Towbar capacity and availability.

2  AUX input not available on KX-S model.
 3   Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary 

depending on the device. 
4   iPod® is a trademark of Apple Inc. 
5   The Bluetooth™ word mark is owned by The Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Not 

all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending 
on the device. 

KX-R 2WD in Crystal Pearl.

KX-S 2WD in Dark Furnace.

Grande 2WD in Silver Pearl.



 Large body-coloured rear spoiler
 Stowable centre seat in second row
 Glass hatch in tailgate
 Optitron instrumentation
 Single disc MP3 compatible, CD player 

with AM/FM tuner7

 3.5mm AUX2 input for portable audio 
players3, USB input for some iPods®4/
USB memory sticks3, Bluetooth™ 
capabilities5

 Reversing Camera with 3.5” display6

  Puddle lamps integrated into exterior 
door mirrors

 17” alloy wheels
  Third row seat with 50:50 split-fold 

backrest (7 seat model)
  Rear manual air conditioning (7 seat model)
  Conversation Mirror

 Rear climate control air conditioning
 Air conditioning steering wheel controls
 Third row seat with 50:50 split-fold 

backrest 
 Single disc in-dash CD player with 

6.1" LCD touch screen display, MP3 
compatibility and AM/FM tuner7

 Premium steering wheel and gear knob
 Stainless steel trimmed front scuff plates
 Front seat power adjustment

 Audio Visual Navigation (AVN) 
incorporating DVD based Satellite 
Navigation8 

  Four disc in-dash CD changer with 
8" LCD touch screen display, MP3 
compatibility and AM/FM tuner

 3.5mm AUX input for portable 
audio players3

 DVD rear seat entertainment
 Chrome exterior door handles
 Electrochromatic rear view mirror

6   The Reversing Camera is designed as a driver assist device only and 
should not be used as a substitute for skilled driving and/or safe 
parking practices. The area into which the vehicle is to be driven 
must be visually monitored by the driver. 

7   Audio available from January 2012 production.
8   Current navigation mapping database encompasses major capital 

and primary national road networks, as well as off ering some 
coverage in regional areas. 

KX-R AWD in Sandstone.

KX-S AWD in Tidal Blue.

Grande AWD in Ebony.

RANGE



Your Kluger. 
With Toyota 
Genuine Accessories.

Whether you need a neat storage 
solution or want to add more 
features or extra protection, you 
can customise your Kluger to your 
own specifications with a range 
of Toyota Genuine Accessories. 
Designed especially to integrate 
into your Kluger, these accessories 
combine style with safety and the 
durability you'd expect from Toyota. 
So not only do they look great, they 
perform brilliantly too.

Alloy Nudge Bar
 Airbag Compatible.

Reverse Parking Sensors1

(Four head kit).
Front Corner Clearance ParkAssist1 
(Two head kit).

Aero Roof Racks – two bar set
(Non-roof rail type). 
Only available on KX-R model.

Headlamp Covers and Bonnet Protector
(Sold separately).

Cargo Barrier 
Curtain Shield Airbag compatible.

Left and Right Hand Front Weathershields
 (Sold separately).

All-Weather Rubber Cargo Mat

Atlantis Roof Pod 
Available in 200 or 600 (600 shown). 
Requires Aero Roof Racks two bar set (Sold separately).

Pro-Ride Bicycle Carrier 
Requires Aero Roof Racks two bar set (Sold separately).

Kayak Carrier 
Requires Aero Roof Racks two bar set (Sold separately).

Deluxe Ski & Snowboard Carriers 
(Four or six) 
Requires Aero Roof Racks two bar set (Sold separately).

KX-R model shown in Silver Pearl. Accessories shown are Alloy Nudge Bar, Front 
Corner Clearance ParkAssist, Side Steps, Roof Rack without Rail, Pacifi c 600 Roof Pod, 
Left and Right Hand Weathershields, Bonnet Protector and Headlamp Covers.



Audio Visual Unit with Satellite Navigation2

Only applicable to KX-R and KX-S models.
Stainless Steel Side Steps

Sports Vest Seat Covers
Only applicable to KX-R model.

Towbar 
(2000kg braked capacity4), Towbar cover, 
Towball and Trailer Wiring Harness. 
(Sold separately).

Black Rubber Mats 
(Front Mat Set and Rear Mat Set sold separately).

Rear Seat Entertainment 
Master unit reads CD, DVD, SD Card and USB3 
thumbdrive. Only applicable to KX-R and KX-S models.

Carpet Floor Mats 
Grey, Black, Sand Beige. (Front and rear set).

TOYOTA GENUINE ACCESSORIES ARE COVERED BY OUR TOYOTA WARRANTY*

Some Toyota Genuine Accessories are not applicable to all models/grades. Refer to the Accessories 
brochure (available from your Toyota salesperson) or visit toyota.com.au for details on warranty and 
which Accessories are suitable for your vehicle. Pictured accessories are sold separately. Accessory 
colours shown may vary from actual colour due to the printing process.

*  All Toyota Genuine Accessories purchased and fi tted to a Toyota are warranted for the remainder of the 
New Vehicle Warranty or 12 months, whichever is greater. Toyota Genuine Accessories purchased from 
an authorised Toyota Dealer over the counter are warranted from the date of purchase for one year. 
Conditions apply. The Toyota Genuine Accessories Warranty does not limit and may not necessarily 
exceed your rights under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010.

1  The Reversing Camera and ParkAssist are designed as a driver assist device only and should not be 
used as a substitute for skilled driving and/or safe parking practices. The area into which the vehicle 
is to be driven must be visually monitored by the driver.  

2  Current navigation mapping database encompasses major capital and primary national road 
networks, as well as off ering some coverage in regional areas. 

3  Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device. 
4  Towing capacity is subject to regulatory requirements, towbar design, vehicle design and towing 

equipment limitations.

KX-R model shown in Silver Pearl. Accessories shown are Rear ParkAssist, Side Steps, Towbar, Towball and Wiring 
Harness, Roof Rack without Rail, Pacifi c 600 Roof Pod and Left and Right Hand Front Weathershields.



Active Braking with intelligence (AB-i)
Active Braking with intelligence is a braking package 
incorporating Anti-skid Braking System (ABS), Brake Assist 
(BA) and Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD).

Anti-skid Braking System (ABS)
ABS allows the driver to continue to steer around an 
obstacle under emergency braking. It prevents the 
wheels from skidding by rapidly ‘pulsing’ each brake 
independently, helping the driver retain control of steering 
whilst minimising the stopping distance.

Brake Assist (BA)
Designed to assist the driver in emergency braking 
situations, BA interprets a quick hard push of the brake 
pedal as emergency braking and supplements the braking 
power so that the car slows more rapidly.

Driver Assist Technology (DAT)
DAT is the collective term for Toyota’s active safety 
technologies such as VSC, TRC and AB-i. These 
technologies optimise the level of steering, braking 
response and grip on the road and provide enhanced 
control to avoid accidents.

Audio Visual Navigation (AVN)1

DVD Satellite Navigation lets you know exactly where you 
are and how to get to where you want to go via on-screen 
maps and spoken directions. Using a DVD-ROM provides 
faster route search time and more map storage capacity 
than traditional CD-ROM based systems.

Downhill Assist Control (DAC)
Electronically controlled system designed to help prevent 
the vehicle slipping sideways during steep off -road hill 
descents. It provides ‘feet off ’ driving down a steep incline.

Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD)
EBD minimises stopping distances by maximising braking 
power to the wheels with the most grip. This is eff ective 
when the vehicle’s stability is unsettled due to a sudden 
swerve when braking or when you’re braking with a load in 
the boot or with passengers in the rear. It recognises this 
and adjusts the brake-force, wheel by wheel as required to 
ensure maximum braking ability is delivered at all times.

Electronically Controlled Transmission (ECT)
Electronic control of the automatic transmissions has 
created a raft of breakthroughs in driving comfort and 
vehicle effi  ciency. ECT helps to ensure optimal gear change 
timing according to throttle position with vehicle load and 
judges the most suitable time to initiate torque converter 
lock-up for increased fuel economy, and networks with the 
engine’s computer.

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
Prevents the vehicle rolling downhill when starting off . 
It is particularly helpful on low traction surfaces and when 
driving off -road.

Traction Control (TRC)
TRC is a safety technology that senses when a wheel slips 
under acceleration and brakes each wheel independently 
and reduces engine power, distributing appropriate power 
to the wheel with the greatest traction.

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
VSC prevents loss of control by dampening understeer 
(front wheel sideways skid) and oversteer (rear wheel 
sideways skid).

Variable Valve Timing with intelligence (VVT-i)
VVT-i is a technology that maximises engine performance 
by optimising the timing of the air intake (and in dual 
VVT-i engines, exhaust) depending on whether you are 
accelerating, cruising, passing or just idling.

Technical terms.

Grande model shown in Graphite. KX-R model shown in Silver Pearl.

1   Current navigation mapping database encompasses major capital and primary national road 
networks, as well as off ering some coverage in regional areas. AVN standard on Grande, 
available as an accessory on KX-R and KX-S. 



The Toyota Advantage.

Capped-price servicing.1
New Toyotas come with Toyota Service Advantage. For the fi rst 3 years or 60,000km 
(whichever comes fi rst) you’ll pay the same low capped price for logbook servicing, so 
you know what to expect when you take your vehicle in. And because your car will be 
serviced by Toyota-trained technicians who only ever use Toyota Genuine Parts, you 
know what to expect when you drive it out too.

Extend your peace of mind.
Extend your original factory warranty by up to 3 years with the Toyota Extra Care 
Extended Factory Warranty. Available on most new and used Toyotas,5 it will give you 
extra peace of mind – as will membership to our Roadside Assist service, off ering 
breakdown assistance 24/7. Rest assured should your vehicle be immobilised by a 
roadside breakdown or accident, help is never more than a phone call away with 
Toyota Extra Care Roadside Assist. 

Discover the full range of Toyota products and services and 
fi nd your nearest dealer at toyota.com.au 

Even more protection.
Everyone needs vehicle insurance, but take out our Comprehensive Motor Vehicle 
insurance and you’ll get a policy packed with a great range of benefi ts. 
These include:
 -    Where your Toyota becomes a total loss, is under 3 years old and has less than 

100,000km on the clock, we’ll replace it with a brand new Toyota vehicle. 
 -    We’ll also promise to use genuine new Toyota parts to repair your vehicle if it is 

less than 5 years old. 
 -    And we’ll guarantee the quality of workmanship on all authorised repairs as long 

as you remain the owner of the vehicle.
Toyota Insurance also off ers Finance Gap Insurance, Payment Protection Insurance and 
Extended Warranty Insurance.4

Finance to get you going.
Sometimes you need just a little help to get up and running. Toyota Finance3 can off er 
you a wide range of vehicle fi nancing. From personal loans to leasing for all kinds of 
business, we can help.

We’ve got your back. 
Every new Toyota is built to exceptional standards, which is backed by a 
3 year/100,000km2 warranty, giving you the peace of mind to feel confi dent for 
years to come.

1 Maximum payable for standard scheduled servicing (normal operating conditions) until fi rst of 3 years 
or 60,000kms (up to the fi rst 6 services). Excludes Government & Rental vehicles. Contact your Toyota 
Dealer or go to toyota.com.au/advantage for other exclusions and eligibility. 

2 New Vehicle Warranty expires 3 years from date of fi rst delivery or 100,000 kms, whichever occurs fi rst. 
Refer to the warranty conditions. The New Vehicle Warranty does not limit and may not necessarily 
exceed your rights under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010.

3 Toyota Finance is a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, Australian Credit 
Licence No 392536. 

4 Terms and conditions apply. Before making a decision about any of the insurance products, please 
refer to the current Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the relevant product available from 
participating dealers, via the Toyota Insurance website at toyotainsurance.com.au or by calling 
137 200. Toyota Insurance is a division of Aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance Co., Ltd. ABN 39 096 302 466 
AFSL Number 254489 (Andia). Nothing within the Toyota Insurance Extended Warranty products aff ects 
any statutory rights you may have under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010.

5 The Toyota Extra Care Extended Factory Warranty Agreement is between Toyota Motor Corporation 
Australia Limited ABN 009 686 097 (TMCA) and the purchaser of the motor vehicle and is administered 

by Toyota Financial Services (TFS) a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181 
on behalf of TMCA. Terms and conditions apply. Available on most new and used Toyota vehicles up to 
8 years old that have travelled less than 120,000 kms. For more information visit toyotaextracare.com.au. 
Nothing within the Toyota Extra Care Extended Factory Warranty product aff ects any statutory rights 
you may have under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010. 

 IMPORTANT NOTICE PLEASE READ: Toyota Australia uses its best endeavours to ensure this material 
is accurate at time of printing.  However, information must be confi rmed with your Toyota Dealer when 
ordering, as specifi cations and details will change over time. Colours displayed here are a guide only 
and may vary from actual colours. To the extent permitted by law, Toyota Australia will not be liable for 
any damage, loss or expense incurred as a result of reliance on the information and photos contained 
in this material. Material distributed in Western Australia by or on behalf of Prestige Motors Pty Ltd 
(for vehicles) and by Eastpoint Pty Ltd (for parts/accessories). Toyota Australia makes no warranties 
regarding (and will not be liable for) the accuracy of materials distributed in Western Australia. 
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“We are a group of passionate perfectionists 
who can’t let well enough alone...That’s Toyota. 
That’s the spirit. And that’s our contribution to 
the world.”

— Eiji Toyoda

Yaris Prius

Aurion RAV4 Prado

LandCruiser 200 Series

Corolla Hybrid Camry

Tarago FJ Cruiser

HiLux CoasterHiAce VanHiAce Commuter Bus

Rukus Camry

Kluger

LandCruiser 70 Series


